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022

 Developing 
Workshops for

Faculty Advisors  
Part I

lunch



to explore a process for discovering what
faculty advisors need to know (Assumes
initial training has already been provided.)
to explore approaches for effective faculty
advising workshops

Presentation
Q&A / Discussion

Objectives: 

Agenda:



Data: Do you have assessment data from student or faculty
advisor feedback?
Observations: Have you noticed a gap in knowledge and/or skills?
Word on the street: Have you heard faculty or staff talking about
training needs?

 Ask faculty advisors what they need.

How do you determine what training is needed for
faculty advisors? 

Then, using the above:



Data: Review of student feedback indicated that our major
advisors know more about their major/minor requirements than
about the Gen Ed's; a couple of advisors not advising at all and a
couple who may over-help.

Observations: Experience of non-graduating students due to 119
completed semester hours or not selecting Gen Ed's from different
disciplines; my own question about whether there had been much
focus on conceptual and relational elements of advising.

Word on the street: Heard comments about needing to 

What information did I start with? 

       completely start over with advisor training



I feel well-trained as an advisor. (45% S or N)

It would be wise to have a complete advisor-training reboot. 

I am thoroughly familiar with our Gen Ed requirements. (44% S or N)

I am thoroughly familiar with our graduation requirements. 

I am thoroughly familiar with my department's 

What did I ask the faculty advisors?
Clicker Poll - Academic Dean's Workshop Fall, 2019
(Yes / Somewhat / No)

       (57% Y or S)

       (38% S or N)

       major/minor requirements. (88% Y, 12% S)



I can clearly explain the rationales behind our curriculum to a new
student. (48% S or N)

I can clearly explain to a student the benefits of a liberal arts
education. (97% Y, 3% S)

I can clearly explain the innate value of other departments and
divisions. (76% Y, 24% S)

I understand the advising philosophy at our college. 

Clicker Poll - Academic Dean's Workshop Fall, 2019
(Yes / Somewhat / No)

       (27% S, 64% N)



Offer workshops; don't provide training

Ask faculty advisors what they need

Meet people where they're at; ask them to consider

Have clear learning objectives, and relate them to faculty input

Use peer education when possible - wisdom in the group!
Small and large breakout groups, discussion facilitators

Effective approach for faculty advising workshops:
Model Core Values of Caring, Empowerment, Respect 



Address professional research, philosophical underpinnings, and
rationales

Reinforce what's going well

Have fun

Afterward, ask whether learning objectives were met

Ask for feedback, suggestions, next steps

Effective approach for faculty advising workshops:
Model Core Values of Caring, Empowerment, Respect 



Examples of reinforcing what's going well:

For a vast majority of our students, 
the advising relationship and process 

provide significant value-add!

Did you know that 75% of seniors over the last five years gave
their major advisors an overall rating of "exceptional" or "more
than adequate"?

Another 18% indicated that their major advising 
experience was "adequate".



Did you know that  one-on-one meetings with New Student
Advisors were the highest rated of all academic activities within
Welcome Week this fall, with 78% of respondents rating them
“extremely helpful”? 

Another 18%  found these meetings helpful (though to a less
extreme degree). 

(The remaining 4% said they did not attend. :/ )



 

Some things students have said about 
excellent advising at Principia: 

 He is wonderful with his
advising. I’m so grateful for the

last 4 years with him.She checked up on me and was
invested in my future as a
human being as much as a

student.

Her patience is immeasurable.
She was always willing to meet
and make time for me, and to

talk me through exactly where
I wanted to go and what I

would need to do to get there.

She has been an essential
resource for me while thinking

about which courses would
best fit with my strengths as a
student, as well as considering
how they could serve me well
post-graduation in a future

career.

He is always available to chat
or to do advising. He is also
very organized which really

helped when it comes to
planning my classes. He is
also very responsive when
replying to emails or texts.

He is incredibly helpful when it
comes to listening to your
needs and talking things

through. He really works to
understand you as a person

first.



Fall, 2019: Gen Ed Requirements (with mention of all degree
requirements)

Fall, 2019: Advising Philosophy (introduced Advising as Teaching
model)

Spring, 2020: Faculty advisor focus group on Advising Outcomes
(implemented Fall, 2020)

Fall, 2020: Range of Advising Approaches (on the under- and over-
helping topic)

Spring, 2021: Update on Advising: finalized outcomes,

What faculty advising workshops were planned and
offered as a result of this process?

       inputs, assessments, syllabus, prep checklist



Part II:
See an example
workshop at the

ILACADA
 Drive-In!

 
(Focused on the under- and over-helping issue...)

 

lunch



Discussionlunch
Thoughts, experiences, discussion
around faculty advisor workshops


